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Layout the items for your kit as shown as we will be using these for the frst
part of the assembly.

Glue the semi circle piece into the base as shown.



Glue one of the ornate gear pieces ( back) into the slots on the base as shown.

Glue the other ornate gear piece ( front) onto the opposite side of the semi
circle into the slots on the base as shown.



Take the largest of the three circles and glue into place lining up the slots over
the tabs as shown.



Take the second largest circle and glue into place lining up the slots over the
tabs as shown. These two circles should now sit nice and fush.



Next take the smallest of your three circles and glue into place as shown
making sure you have equal spacing around the perimeter of the circle below.



Glue into place your small sun element on top of the small circle as shown.



Take out the three pieces as shown.



Glue the compasses either side of the ring as shown making sure they are both
aligned. You can now paint your piece before the next step.



Gather your two rings. Notce how one of the rings has notches on it. It is a
good idea to paint these as it will be tricky when complete.



with the ring with the notches cut out atach to the large ring as shown. ( your
compasses are atached to this as in previous photo this is just for assembly

informaton purpose only)



Your second ring without the notches can now be glued into place by sliding
over the frst ring and slotng into the notches as shown.



Paint your clock hand.



This is then glued into place on top of  your decorated base and the clock hand
added as shown. Thank You




